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1. INTRODUCTION 

When considering the numerical solution of mixed order systems of multipoint 

value ordinary differential equations (ODEs), one promising method is that of colloca

tion. Piecewise polynomial collocation at Gaussian points was implemented in a general 

purpose code COLSYS (Ascher, Christiansen and Russell [5]) which has proved success

ful in many applications. Still, improvements to this code can be made in a number of 

aspects. 

One such aspect is the representation used for the piecewise polynomial solutions. 

The B-spline basis {de Boor [8]) used for this purpose in COLSYS was shown by Ascher, 

Pruess and Russell [G] to be inferior, both in operation count and in conditioning, to a 

monomial representation proposed by M. Osborne[l 7], when applied to a linear, higher 

order ODE. Rccent.ly, parts of the collocation theory of de Boor and Swartz [9] for a 

two-point boundary value problem (BVP) for a higher order ODE were worked out using 

such a monomial basis (Ascher [l]), enabling a much simpler presentation as well as shar

pening of some results. It was shown that the stability constant of the numerical 

scheme relates to the rondit.ion number of the associated first order BVP and to the 

num her of mesh clements alone, for any mesh . Thus, a more efiective control of a 

damped Newton iteration for some difficult nonlinear problems can be applied, because 

the DVP dependent variables are more directly controlled and certain superfluous ill

conditioning effects which are present in extreme cases when using B-splines arc 

removed. 

The analysis in [17,6,1] was performed for small h, in case of one higher order ODE. 

In this paper we discuss extensions of this analysis to stiff BVPs, for a higher order ODE 

as well as for a first order system of ODEs, and describe an implementation, imbedded in 
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COLSYS, of a monomial solution representation for multipoint value mixed order sys

tems of ODEs. We give numerical examples comparing COLSYS before and after the 

change of basis. These examples show a gain in efficiency and robustness. The coding of 

the new representation is simpler as well. 

When making this change in COLSYS, we have decided to keep using collocation at 

Gaussian points. One reason for this choice is that for first order systems we have alge

braic stability, see Ascher ,and Bader [2]. In the analysis here we therefore consider 

mainly Gaussian points. 

2. SOLUTION REPRESENTATION 

For the presentation here, it is sufficient to consider two linear differential ODEs: a 

first order system of order n , 

D y = L ( X )y + q ( X ) a <x <b (2.1) 

where D = _!:_, y ( ;r ), q ( X ) E R n , L ( X ) E R n X n , and a higher order ODE of 
dx 

order m > 1, 

where D 1 

n :=m and 

m 

vm u = E ci(x)D 1- 1u + q(x) 
l=l 

a <x <b (2.2) 

di 
-- Of course, (2.2) can be considered as a special case of (2.1) with 
dx 1 . 

y (x) := (u(x):Du(x), ... ,Dm-lu(x)), (2.3) 

but in practice we apply collocation directly to the form (2.2). 



Consider a k-stage collocation scheme for (2.2), k > m. Thus, there is a partition 

Tr of [a,b] 

and k points 

h := max h; 
1$i $N 

0 < Pi < P2 < · · · < Pk < l 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

which we later choose to be Gaussian points. A piecewise polynomial function u ir( x) is 

sought such that u ir E P k +m ,ir n Cm - 1[a ,b J;t u ,Ax) satisfies m side conditions 

associated with (2.2) and given on a subset of rr; and tt ir( x) satisfies the ODE (2.2) at 

the collocation points 

X·· =X· +h·p· IJ I I ) (2.6) 

This rolloration procedure can of course be applied to systems. In particular, for 

{2.1) we have a piecewise polynomial vector function which sat,isfies (componentwise) 

y ?TE pk +l,ir n C [a ,b ]. 

Let us now recall t.he monomial Runge-Kutta basis representation [~,l]. For a fixed 

mesh element [xi ~xi +il the approximate solution is written as 

(2.7) 

where '¢ mj E P k + m are defined by 

1 We ~ay that V is in Pk +vi if V (x) is a polynomial of order k +m (degree < k +m) on an ap
propriate interval, and that V is in r k +m ,?T if V ( X) is a piecwise polynomial which is in P k +m on each subin
terval of the mesh 11. 
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Thus 

Yii = D i -1 u rr( x.- ) 

I< j < k. 

Note that the polynomials t/Jmj satisfy 

.11 . = D m - r . 1, . 
'f- T) - 'Pm) 

(2.8a) 

(2.8b) 

(2.9a) 

(2.9b) 

(2.10) 

which is rat.her useful when collocating for mixed order systems of OD Es . Note also that 

these functions are independent of the mesh element i. 

Application of the collocation equations now yields k equations for 

- Vy · + Wz · = q · I I I (2.11) 

where 

.:..; 

l = l 

i c,(:r,r )(h,Pr )i l 

(j - / )! 
I<r<k,I<j<m (2.12) 

1 < r, J < k (2.13) 

and 

(2.14) 

Defining the k X k matrices A (I) by 



) 

A (.m -I) · - D 1 •1• • (p ) = ,,/, · (/J ) rJ .- 'f-'mJ r 'Pm -l ,J r l<r,j <k,O<I <m 

(note A (O) = I) and the constants 

we can write W, upon freezing c1 ( x) along the i -th element [xi ,x; +d, as 

m 
W=l- r:e,A(m+l-l)_ 

l=l 

( 2.15) 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

Next, we obtain m additional relations from the global continuity requirements, 

Cyi +Dzi =Yi+l 1 < i < N 

where C' is an m X m upper triangular matrix with entries 

h .-1 - r 

cri = --(j - r )! 

and D is an m X k matrix wit.h entries 

[) . = h ,m+l-rnr - 1?;, ·(l) 
T) I YmJ 

Defining the k-vectors b (/ l by 

J > r 

1 < r < m , 1 < j < k. 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 

and b := b (l), (note that b (l) and A (l) are the usual Runge-Kutta coefficients for a 

1st order ODE; see e.g. [2]) we claim 

Lemma 2.22: Assume that the k points of (2.5) satisfy the orthogonality conditions 

1 k 
J</J(t) TI (t-pi)dt = O 
0 l =1 

(2.22a) 

(this certainly holds for Gaussian points and k > m ). Then 



Hence 

D = diag {ht, ... ,hi} 

1 < / < m - -

bT,4,(m-l) 

b TA(l) 
b TA (o) 

(2.22b) 

(2.22c) 

Proor: The precision of the quadrature formula with b is guaranteed by (2.22a) to be 

at least k -+- m . Hence 

[I 

The linear relations (2.11) and (2.18) are now used to eliminate z i and express a 

relation between the solution values at the end points or the i -th element, 

1 < i < N. (2.23) 

If W is nonsingula.r (which clearly holds for hi sufficiently small) then 

(2.24) 

However, exceptional cases may occur if some €1 of (2.16) are not small. This is con

sidered in the next section. The relations (2.23) together with m boundary conditions 

form a linear algebraic system or a familiar form for u 1r( x) and its first m-1 derivatives 

at mesh points. The solution of this system has been discussed elsewhere, see [3,6,10] 

and references therein. 

The above description can be applied also for the first order system (2.1 ), taking 

m = 1. An implicit Runge-Kutta scheme results. 

I 
i. 

: 
I 
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In this paper we concentrate on Gaussian points, for which 

Pr = 1 - Pk+1-r { 2.25) 

and the obtained schemes are symmetric. This implies that, for O < t < 1, 

1 < j < k. (2.26) 

Also, 

Pt> 0 (2.27) 

( unlike Lob at to schemes) . Then it easily follows that the matrices A (I) are nonsingular, 

O<l<m. 

3. LOCAL PARA.METER ELTh1INATION 

From (2.16), (2.17) it follows immediately that for hi sufficiently small, Wis non

singular and 

i,v-1 =I+ O(h.-). 

Hence, the elimination of z i as in (2.24) is sound and the obtained method is stable, 

with a stability constant comparable to the condition number of the BVP being solved 

[1 ]. 

However, in some (stiff) cases, the step size hi taken may be large, for efficiency 

purposes, so that e, in (2.16) are not all small. Then it is not clear that w-1 exists and 

is bounded. Indeed, Osborne [17] proposed to apply ( a more expensive) QR decomposi-

tion to ( t) to eliminate z i. It is desired then to show that this augmented 

( k +m ) X k matrix has a full rank. Otherwise, this results in an unexplained redun

dancy in the method. 
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3.1. First order systems 

Consider at first one equation 

Dy = >.y. (3.1) 

We write the resulting equations (2.11), (2.18) as 

!-€A (1) 

(3.2) 

h b T 

where f, := €1 = >.h, h := h.- and 1 := (l, ... ,l)T ER k. 

Now, if re ( >.) < 0 then the A-stability of the method implies that I - eA (I) is 

nonsingular. But for BVPs we must also consider the case re(>.) > 0. If I € I >> 1 

then I - €A (1) is again nonsingular, because A (I) is. But if I e I = 0 (1) then a 

singularity may occur. For example, the midpoint scheme (k =1) yields 

• - l+E/21 -
Y, +i - l-€/2 !/, 

and a singularity occurs at ~ = 2. The remedy is to write 

corresponding to integration in the stable direction -t . 

Similarly for higher order schemes. If re ( €) > 0 and / - (A. (I) is singular then 

we multiply the last row in (3.2) by >. and add to each of the first k, obtaining the 

matrix 

_-All 
- 1 

(3.3) 

hb T 
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Because of the symmetry of the points (see eqn (10) in [2]), 

A (I)+ EA (I)£ = lb T (3.4) 

where E ER k xk is defined as 

1 l (3.5) 

Hence in (3.3) we have 

I - €A (I) + €lb T = I + €EA (l)E. 

But EA (l)E is easily seen to have the same eigenvalues as A (l). A-stability then 

implies that J + eEA (l)E is nonsingular. Moreover, the first k rows of (3.3) clearly 

correspond to a reversal in the direction of integration. 

This shows, in particular, that the matrix ( 1n has full rank. The results can be 

easily extended to a first order system of equations (2.1) where L is a constant, upper 

triangular matrix with eigenvalues which all have real parts with the same sign. Gen

erally for a system with constant coeffirients, the (k+l)n X(k+2)n matrix 

corresponding to (3 .2) has the form 

-L 
I-hA (llQL 0 

- L (3.6) 

I - I 

and, if I -hA (l) Q L is singular (which may occur only if the eigenvalues of L have posi

tive real parts and at least one of them has magnitude comparable to h-1), then multi

plication of the last n rows by L and addition to each of the other blocks of n rows 

produces a nonsingular matrix I +h (EA (l)E) Q L . 
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The next extension is to the general case where L is still constant. We assume 

that there exists an orthogonal transformation matrix S such that 

(3.7a) 

where A_ is an upper triangular block with eigenvalues each satisfying either 

re (X) < 0, I Xh I > 1, I im (>.) I < const I re(>.) I (3.7b) 
r-.J 

or 

I Xh I << 1 (3.7c) 

and A+ is an upper triangular block with eigenvalues satisfying 

re(>..) > 0 I Xh I > 1, I im (>.) I < const I re (X) I . (3.7d) 

Multiplying each row block in (3.6) by s-1 and performing the change of variables 

w i := s--ly i I w i +J := s-•y i +1 i ij := s-•z ii {3.8) 

we obtain from (3.6) the matrix 

-A 
l-hA (t)QA 0 

-A (3.9) 

I -I 

Now, for the block A+ in each A we can again change the direction of integration by 

multiplying the last rows in (3.9) by A+ and adding to the bottom portions of each of 

the first k blocks of n rows. This again results in a nonsingular matrix, showing that the 

original ( t) matrix is of full rank. 

I 

> 
I. ,. 

I-

I. ,. 
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Finally, we allow the matrix L (x) to vary, but assume that there exists a smooth 

transformation S ( x ) such that 

(
A_(x) 

s-1(x )L (x )S(x) = 

11S (x )IIIIS-1(x )II < const. 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 

with A_, A+ blocks as in (3.7) and the partition is independent of x (cf. Kreiss, Nichols 

and Brown [14]). In place of (3.6) we now get 

-L (x.- 1) 

0 

I hb 11 · · · hb1c I -I 

so, we multiply the j-th block of n rows by s-1(xij) and define 

w, :=S-1(:ri)Yi , wij :=S-l(xij)Zjj,l<j<k, Wi+l:c-=S-l(xi+dYi+t· 

(3.12) 

This gives, in place of (3.9), the matrix 

0 

S (x.-) 

Multiplying the last n rows by 
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and adding to each of the first k blocks of n rows, again yields the desired result for hi 

sufficiently small (without requiring that hi !IL ( xi )II be small !). This is because 

and because rows corresponding to A_ and to A+ are not mixed in the process. We have 

proved 

Theorem 3.13. 

If L (x) can be decomposed as described above in (3.10), (3.11), (3.7), then for hi 

vV 
small enough the matrix ( D) has a full rank. Hence, the local parameters z i can be 

eliminated and retrieved in terms of the nodal values y i ,Y i + 1. 

[I 

Remark . 

The upwioding transfor mation above ha be n used for pur1,ose of proor ou ly. 

Note also that usually the matrix W is nonsingular. This matrix is guaranteed to be 

nonsingular ir, under the conditions of Theorem 3.13, all eigenvalues satisfy 

either I >.h I << 1 or I >.h I >> 1. 

[I 

3.2. Higher order ODE. 

Our results for the case m > 1 are slightly less complete than those summarized 

in Theorem 3.13 for m = 1. We state them below. 

Theorem 3.14 . 
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Consider the k-stage collocation equations (2.11), (2.18) for the ODE (2.2). 

If h· is so small that I 

l<l<m 

then W is nonsingular. More generallly, if there is an index I , l < I < m + 1, 

such that, 

then (for h sufficient.ly small, but q not necessarily small) W is nonsingular. 

(b) If 

I e, I << I €m I , 

then (for h sufTiciently sm all, but em not necessarily small) ( jj) is nonsingular. 

Proof: To show part ( a), consider first the case where c1 ( x) are constant along 

[xi ,xi+ 1). Then we can write l-V as in (2.17) and the result follows from the fact. that 

A (m +I --i) is nonsingular, 1 < / < m +l. Then, for the variable coefiicient case, we 

use a perturbation argument, for 

To see part (b ), note that lY is an O (hi) perturbation of the corresponding matrix for 

the first order case 

[ - h· c A (I) 
I m 

and that the last row of D is just h b T. Hence the result follows from Theorem 3.13. 

[I 
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The results above cover, for instance, the ODE 

for any combination of (sufficiently small values of) hi and £, but it does not cover some 

cases for the ODE 

Nonetheless, practical experience indicates that it is rather rare that W be singular. We 

feel that it is hardly justifiable in a general purpose code to do more ~ban decompose l'V 

itself and change h.- (say by halving the subinterval) in the unlikely event that l,,V 

becomes singular. 

4. SYM:METRIC REPRESENTATION. 

One striking f eaturc in the solution representation (2.7) is that it is not symmetric 

with respect toy i and y ; +I. even thou{;lt t.he collocation ~c.herne i self i . This result~ 

in the matrix ~i of (2.24) being the identit,y. The simplicity of ~i is usually not taken 

into account when solving the global line;r system (i.e. (2.23) plus si,de conditions), so 

the idea of averaging the representation with respect to y i and a corresponding one 

with respect to y i +l naturally arises. 

Thus we write, corresponding to (2.7) 

( 4.1) 

The collocation equations then yield 
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-l'Yi+1 + Wzi =q.- (4.2) 

where f' and ll1 are k X m and k X k matrices respectively given by 

( 4.3) 

( 4.4) 

Averaging (4.2) with (2 .11) we obtain 

1 ~ 
Wz .- = 4i + 9 (Vy i + Vy i+1) 

.., 
(4.5a) 

( 4.5b) 

Assuming that W is nonsingular, we can eliminate z i and substitute in (2.18) (which 

can actually be symmetrized too, yielding no advantage). This gives the form (2.23) 

with 

(4.6) 

The symmetry introduced into lV by the above process can be seen by writing, 

similarly to (2.17), 

m 
j:v = I - E e,A (m+l-1) 

l=l 
(4.7) 

with 

A (,m-1) ·- .!.[D' , ·( ) (-I'm-ID' .1, ·( )] r; .- 2 "Pm1 Pr + J 'Pm ,k +1-J Pk +1-r , ( 4.8) 

l<r,j<k, O<l<m . 

It is apparent from (4.8) that 
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A (m-1) . _ (-l)m--1 A (m-l) 
k+l--r,k+l-1 - r1 (4.9a) 

or, in matrix notation (cf. (3.5), (3.4)) 

( 4.9b) 

However, for m > 1 we cannot recommend the symmetrization idea: The simpli

city gained in l¥ is not seen to compensate for the fact that we now have two matrices, 

V and V, to generate, solve for and possibly store, in place of the one matrix V previ-

ously encountered. 

The case is different for m =l. Here V and V coincide (as do C and /). More-

over, we now prove 

Theorem 4.10. 

For collocation at k Gaussian points with m = 1, not only 

EA (l)E = -A (l) ( 4.10a) 

but also 

A .(1) = O 
.'1.11 (4.10b) 

Furthermore, all the eigenvalues of A (l) are on the imaginary axis . 

Proof: Not,e that. (4.10a) follows directly from (4.9b) and that, m general, for any 

m>l 

Hence we can write 
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(4.11) 

Now, smce collocation at Gaussian points yields a symmetric, algebraically stable 

scheme, we have 

A .{_l) = .!.b. 
1J 2 J 

(see [2, eqn. (6.1)]) and (4.10b) follows. 

Further, let X be a k X k matrix defined as in [2, eqn (12)] (following Hairer and 

Wanner [12]). Thus 

for a certain matrix iv(l) and, since the scheme is symmetric and algebraically stable, 

Defining similarly 

we obtain from (4.11) 

Hence 

The fact that A (l) is similar to a skew-symmetric matrix establishes our claim regarding 

its eigenvalues. 

[I 
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The above proof of Theorem 4.10 obviously generalizes for any symmetric, algebrai

cally stable Runge-Kutta scheme, cf. [2]. 

Thus we see for the first order ODE (3.1) that the matrix lV = I - fA (l) (unlike 

W) has a bounded mverse for any I € I = 0 (1), provided that either 

I im (e) I < const I re (e) I or I e I << 1. If). is imaginary then I e I has to be 

taken small for approximation purposes anyway. 

On the other hand, when k is odd the matrix A (l) is clearly singular. For 

instance, the midpoint scheme (k =1) yields A (l) = 0, and (4.6) gives ( lV =l) 

TLis equation has to be rescaled when I e I >> 1. 

These results extend to the general system considered in Theorem 3.13. In particu

lar, if L (x) can be decomposed as described in (3.7), (3.10), (3.11) then the correspond

ing matrix W has a bounded inverse. The resulting difference equations (2.23) may 

have to be rescaled (row-wise) in case that I { I >> 1 and k is odd. 

\Ve conclude that the symmetric implementation considered here is worthwhile for 

first order ODEs, but not for higher order ones. 

5. MIXED ORDER SYSTEMS 

The class of problems treated by COLSYS has the following general form (see [5]): 

A system of d (generally) nonlinear OD Es of orders mn, 1 < n < d, 

D m. ( )-F(. D Dm1-l Dm,-1 )=F(. ( )) Un X - n X,U1, U1,···, Ut,Uz,···, Ud _ n X,V U 

a <x <b 

is subject to nonlinear side conclit ions 



(.5.2) 

d 
where m* := E mn. For the nonlinearities, some techniques based on Newton's 

n =1 

method in quasilinearization form are applied, see Ascher, Christiansen and Russell [3, 

4]. Thus, for solution representation it suffices to consider the linear ODEs 

m• 
D m. un (x) = E en µ(x )v 1,(x) + qn (x) 

µ=l 
a <x<b (5.3) 

(5.4) 

With a mesh 1r of (2.4) so constructed that ~j E 1r, 1 < j <mt, we seek approxi

mate solutions 

l<n <<l (5.5) 

by collocation at Gaussian points. In view of the considerations in the two previous sec

tions (and in [6,2,l]), we have implemented an extension of the solution representation of 

§2 which is now described. 

We write as in (2.7), (2.8) 

where for each n , I< n < d , 

(5.7a) 

(5.7b) 

and let y i E R m• and z i E R kd be defined by 



• Zl. 

(5.8a) 

( 5.8b) 

The side conditions ( 5.2) can now be written in a straightforward manner as 

(5.9) 

where for each j, i; is the index such that ~j = xi,. (But, like the ODEs, the side 

conditions are linearized as well.) 

Next we write down the collocation and the continuity equations on the i -th subin-

terval of the mesh 1r. We use the same notation as in (2.11), (2.18), but now 

C = diag { c(n )} E R m• x m• (5.10) 

where c(n l, 1 ~ n ~ d, is an rnn X mn upper triangular matrix with entries given in 

(2.19). Similarly, DE R m• Xkd is given by 

D- (5.11) 

where D(n)E Rm. Xk is given by (2.20) with m replaced by mn . Also 1'VE R kdXkd 

is given by 

lV = ( w(n,v)) d n,v=l (5.12a) 

where each w(n ,v) is a k X k matrix given by 

mv 
w(n,11) = J: J:. '\'"' ( )hm.,+l-lv1-1~,. ( ) 

r1 Un vUrJ - L..J Cn µ Xir i 'Pm ,· Pr 
l=l V 

l<r,j<k (5.12b) 

with 

I·· ,. 
,-
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v-1 
µ = E m,, + I. 

fl=l 
(5.12c) 

The advantage of usmg (unctions "Pmj which satisty (2.10) is now apparent, 

because the only form in which these (unctions appear in W and D is 

(5.13a) 

where m is a predetermined constant (e.g. m =4) satisfying 

(5.13b) 

Thus, the mesh independent constants Pr, t/Je; (Pr) and t/Je; (1) are stored in the code 

for I<k<7, m:=min(k,4), 1<€<m, I<j<k, I<r<k. Using these, the 

a.ssem bly o( W and D is straightforward. 

Finally, for V of (2.11) we have a kd X mt matrix given by 

V = (V(n,11)) d _ 
n ,11-l (5.14a) 

where V(n,v) ER k,m.,is given by 

(5.14b) 

withµ related to I by (5.12c), and 

(5.15) 

Remark. 

A natural extension of this implementation can be made to a special case of 

differential-algebraic ODEa, where the ODEs in (5.1) depend also on 111 unknown func

tions w(x) = (w 1(x), ... ,w,;
1
(x))T and are supplemented by th algebraic equations, 

tying v ( x ) and w ( x ), a < x < b . These algebraic equations can be considered as 
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ODEs of order O and, correspondingly, the collocation approximation is in the space 

w 71' E pk ,71' 

(which admits discontinuities at mesh points). The obtained representation (5.6) for 

wn ,r( x ) is just a Lagrange interpolant form. 

[I 

In our implementation we eliminate for each i, I< i <N, the local unknowns z i 

from (2.18), and form (2.23), (2.24). If W is deemed too ill-conditioned, the interval 

[xi ,xi+ 1] is halved. The obtained equations for y i, I< i < N + I are merged with 

those resulting from the side conditions to form a large, sparse system of order 

(N +I)m*. The reflulting matrix is almost block diagonal (see [5,§4] and references 

therein), with the i-th block having mt +li rows (and Ii is the number of side condi

tions already encountered), 2m-t columns and an offset of mt columns with respect to 

its neighboring blocks. 

6. IMPLEMENTATION AND NUMERICAL RESULTS 

When considering a general purpose collocation code, the following aspects arise: 

1. Basis representation 

2. Linear system solution 

3. Error estimation 

4. Mesh selection 

5. Nonlinear problem solution. 

Our aim when replacing the basis representation in CO LSYS has been to make as little 

change as possible in the modules dealing with the other aspect.s, thus allowing for a 



meaningful assessment of the performed replac~ment. Nonetheless, some considerations 

are needed which may not seem at a first glance to be direct.ly related to the basis 

representation. Thus, while error estimation and mesh selection are essentially not 

affected by changing the basis, the linear and nonlinear equation solving procedures are, 

as described below. 

Using the monomial basis representation, the linear algebra part of the solution 

process appears in two places: in the local parameter elimination and in the solution of 

the resulting, global linear system for {y i }. For the latter, the code SOLVEBLOK [10] 

is used in COLSYS, see [4, 5]. When using B-splines, the block sizes of the global linear 

system are larger and no additional parameter elimination is done. Thus, a more exten

sive use of SOLVEBLOK is made in COLSYS than in its replacement. Consequently, if 

SOLVEBLOK can be improved then the comparison between the old and the new bases 

is affected. 

And SOLVEBLOK can indeed be improved. As written by de Boor and \Veiss [10], 

it is row-oriented in its handling of matrices. Since it is written in FORTRAN, Multidi

mensional arrays are stored columnwise, so a column orientation is preferable, i.e. the 

innermost loops should attempt to access consecutive memory locations as much as pos

sible, see Moler [lB]. For the reasons mentioned above, we have not replaced SOL

VEBLOK by another linear system solver altogether, but we haye rewritten its loops and 

reduced the number of array shifts. The resulting savings in computing time are 

machine and compiler dependent, and can be significant when the block sizes which 

SOLVEBLOK has to handle are large, as in example 5 below. Hay and Gladwell [13] 

have considered these questions, especially for vector machines. 
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The dense linear system solver used for the local parameter elimination has also 

been efficiently implemented, following the LINPACK routines [11]. An additional 

advantage of this is that it allows an easy adaptation of the code to vector machines or 

the use of a sparse system solver when appropriate. 

The nonlinear system solution algorithm also has to be changed when changing the 

basis representation, because the unknowns are now differently scaled. This has an effect 

on the control of the damped Newton iteration used in COLSYS, and is felt only in 

highly (nonlinearly) sensitive situations. Our first instinct has been to use only the vari

ables {y i } for controlling the iteration. This, however, proved to be insufficient in some 

applications, and the variables {z i} are now used as well. Consulting (5.6), (5.8), we use 

h .i 
a relative scaling of . 

1 
l I . 1 I + 

1
) for a variable representing the j th deriva-

J . Yn,,+1,1 

tive of the nth solution component on the i th subinterval. Note th~t this scaling is 

independent of a stretching transformation to the independent variable. The rest of the 

damped Newton strategy in COLSYS has not been changed. 

In the course of implementation of the monomial basis (we refer to the resulting 

program as COLNEW in this paper) and the inevitable comparison to COLSYS which 

followed, we have become once again painfully aware of two known facts in mathemati

cal software: That a simple comparison of two proposed schemes can be completely 

different than a comparison of their implementation in a general purpose setting, and 

that a comparison of two general purpose codes, even fairly similar ones, can be compli

cated, depending on the machine, the precifion and the compiler used, as well as on the 

examples chosen. 
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Our first goal during implementation has been not to compromise on any feature of 

COLSYS, i.e. that COLNE\V be comparable or better than COLSYS for any BVP. We 

believe we have achieved this; however, the amount of improvement in COLNEW over 

COLSYS in our experiments is varied. We have run our experiments on an IBM 3081 

using, unless otherwise noted, double precision (56 bit mantissa) and occasionally also 

single precision ( 24 bit mantissa). 

Example 1. From [6] we know that COLNEW should be faster than COLSYS for a 

linear ODE of a high order. Indeed, consider example 1 in [6] and [5]. For this 4th order 

ODE, with tolerances of 10-6 and 10-10, the run time of COLSYS is almost halved by 

COLNE\-V. The actual maximum error resulting from the runs with the stiffer tolerance 

is also more accurate when using COLNEW by about two digits (cf. [6]). 

[I 

Note that for linear problems, the monomial representation also offers an implemen

tation which is cheaper in terms of storage, because the W matrices do not have to be 

saved. For nonlinear problems, however, we do save these matrices in order to be able 

to restore the full solution, and the total storage requirements are about 10% higher 

than with the B-spline implementation. 

When using the monomial basis to solve a BVP, solution values at mesh points are 

readily available. For solution values elsewhere, the values of z I are used as well, in a 

straightforward manner. However, the latter solution evaluations are not cheaper than 

when using B-splines. They become a more important component of the total cost in 

nonlinear problems and when more error estimation and mesh selection is done in COL

SYS. Also, since the same number of Jacobian evaluations is required regardless of the 

basis (given that the nonlinear iteration control is as effective), the performance 
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difference between COLSYS and COLNE\V tends to be less significant the more expen

sive these Jacobian evaluations are. 

Example 2. For example 2 in [5], which has two 2nd order ODEs featuring boundary 

and interior layers, the two codes perform similarly, COLSYS being slightly faster. But 

COLSYS is more sensitive than COLNEW to a good compiler optimization. When using 

the FTN compiler with a lower level of optimization, COLNEW is about 20% faster. 

This is important when no high level optimizing compiler is available in a particular 

computing environment. 

Another singularly perturbed BVP which involves a 4th order and a 2nd order 

ODE is considered in [3, example 3]. Here COLNEW is faster than COLSYS by about 

25% using the optimized object codes. 

[I 

Example 3. The third example in [5] consists of three continuation steps for a coupled 

pair of 2nd and 3rd order ODEs. This is also a sensitive nonlinear BVP. Here COLNEW 

performs marginally better when using the optimized codes and by about 20% better 

with the low-level compiler optimization. 

This BVP contains a solution component G which tends to 1 as the independent 

variable x -+00. If we now make the change of variable G := G-1 then the runs with 

COLNEW are not seriously affected, but the COLSYS run times get significantly worse, 

because the scaling in the nonlinear iteration control is affected by the tail noise in G . 

This is unusual, though, and may be considered as a bug in COLSYS which is eliminated 

in COLNE\V. 

[I 
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The other, probably more important, theoretical improvement which the monomial 

basis has to offer is the improved condition number of the linear systems arising, in case 

of higher order ODEs. See [6] for an extended discussion on this point. This effect 

becomes apparent in our setting here only when the error tolerances are close to the 

machine precision, which normally is more practically relevant when a short word length 

is used. 

Example 4. Consider example 7.2 in Ascher and Russell [7]. This is a nonlinear 2nd 

order ODE on a semi-infinit.e interval. Using double precision, the results in table 1 of 

[i] for L =20 are easily recovered with both codes, COLNEW being about 10% faster. 

But when switching to single precision, COLNEW is still able to produce the desired 

results, while the nonlinear iteration in COLSYS on a mesh with 32 elements fails, 

because the nonlinear iteration control cannot handle a case where roundoff error dom-

in ates. 

A similar effect occurs when attempting to solve example 3 in single precision. \Vith 

COLNEW, the first two continuation steps are successfully completed (but the last 1:,tep 

fails), while with COLS)'S only the first continuation step is completed and the second 

one fails. The onset of roundoff error domination occurs sooner in COLSYS than in 

COLNEW ! 

[I 

The advantage of COLNEW demonstrated in the last example above may be 

important in certain comput.ing environments. Ir computations need to be performed 

with short word length then COLNE\V should be clearly preferred, being more robust. 



The comments made earlier regarding the linear system solver are not of major 

importance in the above examples. But the efficient implementation of the linear system 

solver becomes significant in the following. 

Example 5. This problem is described in Stephenson et al. (18], Mejia and Stephenson 

[15]. Our numerical solution procedure for it using COLSYS has not appeared anywhere 

before, so we briefly describe it here. The model describes mass and energy balance of 

the renal counterflow system. With Fiv - the axial volume flow in the i-th tube, J,. 11 -

the outward transmural volume flux, F.-1} Cik - the axial flow of the k th solute in the 

i th tube and Jik - the outward transmural flux per unit length of the k th solute from 

the i th tube, there are 18 OD Es with nonseparated boundary conditions for 

F,. 11 , Cik , 1 < i < 6, 1 < k < 2, describing the steady state case, see [18]. 

Now, it can be verified that this BVP can be simplified to have only 14 OD Es with 

separated BC, as follows: 

C 12 
1 = 200( C 12f [ C 41 + C 42 - 21 Cd 

0.0,5 0.0[) -- ----
1 

12 22 

C31 1 = 1_? (C'31)2[C41 + C4.2 - C31 - C32] 
1'-1 

C31 
C 32 

1 = I( 
1 

[ J 3v C 32 - J d 

K1 I =0, K,J,' =0, F 4v ' = -1411 

K1 = 
C31(0) 

F 3v 
K1 

Fs11 = 5, --
2 , 32(0) I C31 ' 

C 41 I 

F61• 
0.05 



C 51 I = -200( C 51 - C 41), 

C51 I = 20C52[J611 C51 - 151] 

C 62 1 = 20( C 62)2 J 6v 

C 12(0) = 0.05, C 51(0) = 1, 

C 31(0) -- 20K 1(0)C 32(0) = 0, 
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C 52 1 = -200( C 52 - C 42) 

C 52(0) = 0.05, F 4" (1) = -5 

C 12(1) = C 22(1), C 21 (1) = 20C 12(1), C 41 (1) = C 51(1), C 42(1) = C 52(1) 

C 61 (1) - 20K 1(1)C 62(1) = 0, C 31(0) = K 2(0), C 61(1) = K 2(1). 

Further, the functions Ji 1, J.- 2 and Jiv, 1 <i<6, are now specified. Transmural volume 

fluxes are defined as follows: 

2 

J.-v = h;v I: ( C 4k - cik), i = 1,2,3,5 
k = I 

where h 1v = h 3v = 10 and hiv = 0 for i = 2,5. 

Transmural solute fluxes arc : 

Ji 1 = 0, t = 1,3 

= 0.75 C; i/(1. + C.- 1), i = 6 

=1000(C; 1 - C 41 ), i=4. 
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, = 1,2,6 

; = 5. 

1 <k <2. 

This completes the specification of the problem. 

For the solution of t,his BVP, beginning with the simple initial guess that all sol u

tion components are identically equal to 1, we apply a chain of simple continuation 

steps. Thus we use COLSYS or COLNEW to solve the BVP defined above with 

A=h 1t, =h 31, taking the values 0, 0.8, 1.6, 2.4, 4, 6, 8, 10, using the solution 

obtained with each ). as the initial guess for the BVP with the next >.. in the sequence. 

Since this is a first order system, we expect the difference between the codes, if any, 

to be mainly due to the linear system solver. The resulting run using COLSYS to com

plete the entire sequence of continuation steps, takes about 93 cpu seconds, while COL

NEW needs only about. 58 seconds. When linking COLSYS to the improved. SOL

VEBLOK as described above, the COLSYS run time is reduced to 70 seconds. 

A similar effect can be expected when running other examples with many ODEs, 

because these give rise to large blocks in the Jacobian of the nonlinear system resulting 

from collocation discret.ization. In examples 1-4 above these blocks are not very large and 



other considerations dominate the codes performance. 

[I 

In conclusion, the implementation of the monomial basis, as described here, pro

vides a cleaner solution representation which has generally resulted in a somewhat more 

robust code than COLSYS. 
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